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mysqldump, what's up with M2?

UPDATE: From the MySQL
manual M2 (mysqldump) is not a
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standard part of MySQL; it is
provided by Oracle Corporation
as an added convenience for

those who are already familiar
with that particular package. M2

is designed to work with the
native mysqldump and support
for M2 is built into a mysqldump

binary. This means that you
must use M2 instead of the

standard mysqldump. M2 is not
intended for use with other tools

that read to and write from
tables. So maybe I get it now, it's

an old Oracle's thing. My
question would be, who

developed and uses such a nasty
thing as mysqldump, and why
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that much developers don't use
Percona. FWIW I wrote a perl

script for backing up my mysql
into a MYSQL dump. I use it
when I do a clean install and

when my server is going down or
I've just had to reboot because
of a software update. It works
well and it takes advantage of
the mysql bulk backup facility
that mysql offers. I recently

downloaded the M2 command-
line MySQL utility. I tend to use

mysqldump because I've
developed a very sophisticated
backup mechanism that I can't

really describe 6d1f23a050
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